
 

Formal Class Discussion Rubric and Expectations 
 

The class and its students are a learning community, and any good community works together to 
overcome obstacles, ply an individual’s strengths to overcome another’s weaknesses, and recognize 
the value each member provides. Furthermore, a community cannot survive without these cohesive 
behaviors. To that end, the evaluation of this discussion will receive a community grade. The whole 
class will get the SAME grade. The following list indicates what you need to accomplish, as a class, to 
be a successful learning community and effective literary scholars. 
 
An ideal, hard-working, analytical discussion will include each of the following standards. 

Peer-to-Peer 
● Everyone’s participation is meaningful, substantive, and more or less equal. We avoid sitting back 

to allow the “stars” to run the show, nor do we speak out repeatedly because no one else will. 
● Decorum and civility are ever-present: comments are not lost, the verbose students do not 

dominate, the shy or quiet students are encouraged. 
● Students listen carefully and respectfully to one another. No one allows him or herself to be 

distracted by such elements as technology, work from another class, or fellow classmates equally 
off-task. Such behaviors communicate disrespect and undermine the discussion as a whole. 

● Everyone is clearly understood. Any comments that are not heard or understood are politely urged 
to be repeated. 

● A sense of balance and order prevails; focus is on one speaker at a time and one idea at a time. 
The discussion is neither hyper nor boring; instead, our conversation will be lively and evenly 
paced. 

Content and Structure 
● The discussion builds upon the thoughts and submissions of the group - it does not rush to address 

something new without first plumbing the depths of the initial thought. The group attempts to 
resolve questions and issues before moving on to new ones. Big ideas and deep insights are not 
brushed over or missed. 

● Students take intellectual risks, test out different ideas or theories, and dig for deep meaning and 
new insights. 

● Thoughts are supported with textual examples and quotations regularly throughout the discussion. 
Notes and the reading will be drawn on early and often. 

● Literary terminology and concepts are applied consistently and appropriately. 

The class earns an A by doing all these items at an impressively high level - Rare and difficult. 
The class earns a B by doing most things on this list - A pretty good discussion. 
The class earns a C for doing half or slightly more than half of what’s on this list. 
The class earns a D by doing less than half of what’s on the list. 
The class earns an F if the discussion is a real mess or a complete dud and virtually nothing on this list 
is accomplished or genuinely attempted. 
 
The base expectation is for every student to carefully read the assigned passages and come to class 
prepared to think critically about that reading - no excuses and no exceptions; the community cannot 
succeed if everyone doesn’t do his or her part. 

 

Adapted from Alexis Wiggins The Best Class you Never Taught: How Spider Web Discussion Can Turn students into Learning 
Leaders (2017), page 18. 


